Top ring of bell was
59” around
(circumference) and
bottom ring was 94”
around. Keep In mind
coupler/connectors
add to length.

18” Pool noodle piece put over top of 42” hat PVC extension.
Another 2 pieces are needed – one for each leg.

PVC pipe length from T at
shoulders to tip of hat: 42”
(called neck to hat piece)

24”

41”

20” PVC Pieces
connect top ring
to bottom ring
Black foam board needs to be cut
to match size of top PVC circle of
bell. Cut hole to fit PVC snuggly.
Hat rim should be close to same
size .
Supplies:
image of mayor’s both face sides

21”

Not Shown in pic: There
are 2 T connectors needed
to attach to the 12” length
of each “foot” capped with
L connectors to stabilize
the mayor while standing.
Use U-shaped stakes into
ground to secure if placing
outside.

THE FRAME (goes under
“bell” PVC shape)
PVC length of shoulder to
shoulder: 24” This
section MUST be wider
than PVC top circle in
order for it to hold up the
“bell’ shape made. Use
plastic cable ties once
bell is in position to
secure. Doing so instead
of screwing allows for
easy removal for breaking
down if necessary.
PVC cuts were variable between
each T in rings. I wanted Mayor to
have a gut. If you add up the
width of your T’s used in each ring
then subtract that to
circumference, you’ll get approx.
inches needed of PVC to be
divided into 8 pieces but add
approx.1” to each piece for snug
fit insertion into T.

Red Ribbon
Small Circle of White foam for center of ribbon/name tag

3-4 10 foot 1” PVC pipes
11” H x 30” circumference Flexible plastic garbage can
20 count of 40 degree angle 1” connectors
Outdoor Acrylic paint (grey, peach, and others for face)
21-23 count of T connectors
Paint brushes, Hot glue gun/glue sticks, painter tape
PVC cutter and Boxing tape , white or peach duct tape
1 Yard white material
4 L-shaped and 4 elbow (90 degree) connectors
*Optional: Plastic megaphone with duct tape spiral pattern
2 large black foam boards, 3 pool noodles (ones that have hole in center)
Black Permanent Marker for name tag
Pair of child size 5 stretch pants (or black material to use for legs and hat trim) *extra straight 1” couplers for cut length mistakes
4 yards of grey material
A large plastic spider
2 black pipe cleaners, more pipe cleaners for hands (approx.. 20 any color – will be covered with duct tape)

